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Abstract—Change is the rule of nature, with this universal truth, success of any individual, mass or whole system is to adapt change in fast manner, learn from it and excel the same. Role of education is to nurture the lifelong learning approach into students along with their necessary skills and core values. After completion of any course of study, student will be able to develop his/her self for the outcomes of those courses. In this paper we have described the conventional teaching learning approach with novel approach of online teaching learning during Covid-19 pandemic lockdown. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. According to the situation we can adapt novel approach with some rectification or conventional approach with advancements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the current scenario of Covid-19 Pandemic the whole world is suffering from the uncertainty about future although there is vast and noticeable development in fields like Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence, Deep learning, Internet of Things and Internet of Everything. In this unexpected situation, most of the Covid-19 affected countries have implemented lockdowns that supports the prevention of spreading of Covid-19 viruses. As a result of lockdown industries, markets of selling products, Educational Institutions, Religious places etc. have been closed with reference to particular government circular for unexpected amount of time.

Role of Education is to mould the student with all type of knowledge that make him compatible to sustain in any situation. But most of the time its been seen that due to limitations on teaching side or learning side, students will not able to develop all the skill sets and as a result they will be projecting themselves towards job oriented education only instead of thinking about entrepreneurship and start ups.

Now if we think about the net effect of this Covid-19 pandemic lockdown on current education system than we see the tremendous change in teaching learning process. If we need to train the students as learned students with required knowledge and skill sets and outcomes than education system must not be affected by changing method of teaching.

Arora Amit et.al [4] studied impact of virtual classes and observed lack of awareness of adoption of virtual classroom, less attendance, lack of personal touch due to connectivity issues.

Veena Shenoy et al. [3] took sample of 20 faculties and observed that there was lots of resistance in teaching fraternity towards adapting new technology before Covid-19 but implementing novel approach of online teaching they found it more effective as compared to normal classrooms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Conventional teaching learning approach with its advantages and disadvantages is explained in section II. Novel approach of Online teaching learning with its advantages and disadvantages is explained in section III. Concluding remarks are given in section IV.

II. CONVENTIONAL TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

Figure 1 shows the flow of conventional teaching learning process in which if we take example of any teacher or professor than first he is going to refer books, journals, articles or magazine before taking lecture. Teacher utilizes that knowledge to deliver lecture in class room with apparatus like chalk, marker, duster or PPT, Videos provided that there is facility of projector in classroom or lab. Students learn from that and preparing their lecture notes accordingly. Finally examination tests are going to decide the performance of particular student for that course.
Fig. 1. Conventional Teaching Learning Process

Conventional Teaching learning process has following advantages.

- Teacher is capable of maintaining harmony with students by keeping eye contacts.
- This method is technology independent
- Utilization of state of art infrastructure is adequate.
- Physical attendance of student is proved as he has attended the class with required concentration by reading his mindset.
- Teacher can take test and able to do invigilator duty so that examination conduction can be done with zero or minimum unfair means.
- Hands on experiment can be done on machines and other equipments for practical aspects.
- Assessment can be done with satisfactory level and result can be prepared accordingly.

Conventional Teaching Learning has following disadvantages.

- Targeted audience i.e. students, are limited as class seats are limited due to infrastructure.
- Fixed time slot of lecture is there according to time table prepared by institute.
- Lots of time, papers and other stationeries are used as conduction of examination offline, assessment and result preparation.

III. NOVEL APPROACH OF ONLINE TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

Figure 2 shows the flow of novel approach of online teaching learning process in which teacher prepares from various online sources available i.e. E-books, journals, magazines, articles etc. After that teacher is going for set up of online class room via various apps on desktops or mobile phones like Zoom, Google Meet, Cisco WebEx. Students are having question answers or feedback through corresponding apps only. Examination test can be conducted via different websites or apps or softwares.

Fig 2. Novel Approach of Online Teaching learning process

Novel approach of Online Teaching learning process has following advantages.

- State of art digital apps are available for taking lectures.
- Timing flexibility of taking online lecture is more as compared to conventional teaching learning.
- No waste of paper and other resources as students are learning from their homes.
There is no limitation of fixed number of students to attend lecture as there is no limitation due to infrastructure boundary.

Recording facility is available throughout lecture so if student has missed any lecture due to some reason, he can refer it later on.

Novel approach of Online Teaching learning has following disadvantages.

- While online lecture is going on, if video camera of student is not on, one can’t be sure about attendance of student.
- Hackers may disrupt ongoing lectures.
- If the examination is taken online then there must be appropriate arrangement that there will be no unfair means with help of internet and other sources
- If the speed of internet is slow on network or if it is rural area where there is no network coverage than student will not be able to attend online lectures.
- If device through which online lecture is taken, is malfunctioning then there is less possibility for online lecture conduction for that moment.
- Practical demonstration through software apps can be done but hands on with big machineries and equipments will not be possible with students.

IV. CONCLUSION

Of Course, Covid-19 Pandemic has changed whole system from root to top level with sufficient transformation. Conventional teaching learning process has its own advantages and disadvantages with respect to novel approach of online teaching. According to improvement in further stages of lockdowns either conventional system can be implemented with corrective measure of social distancing and safety measures or novel approach can be implemented with adequate framework of security and other requirements.
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